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The precise biochemical nature of malignant transformation 
remains elusive. This article reviews some of the current 
theories of oncogenesis and aims to synthesize these 
concepts into a possible schema for the origins of malignant 
transformation, using a cell-programmed origin for 
neoplastic progression. It is proposed that cell transformation 
in malignancy is initiated by injury but finds ultimate 
promulgation through cellular, self-determined, epigenetic 
events. Explanations for this arrangement are sought in 
evolutionary models and our knowledge of cell biology. 
The proposed mechanisms have not been experimentally 
validated, but will hopefully stimulate further research.

Concepts of carcinogenesis
When considering any existing theory of carcinogenesis four 
hypotheses have been developed to explain its nature:

Firstly, the incidence of cancer in any population increases 
with age1 and this increase is probably exponential, suggesting 
an accumulative risk of malignant conversion. Incidence is 
also dependent on the dose of exposure to a carcinogen.2,3 

Secondly, it seems that it is at the level of genetic expression 
that this cumulative injury is occurring, whether this is an 
injury to the DNA itself4 or to the phenotypic expression of 
the genome.5

Thirdly, the cells within the tumour have to evolve 
morphologically and functionally within the environment 
of a multi-cellular milieu. A Darwinian paradigm has been 
proposed to explain clonal selection of metastases.5

Finally, malignancy develops out of growing tissue and is 
itself an aberrant tissue form. It therefore spreads and grows 
within the framework of a metazoan cellular environment. The 
normal processes of embryogenesis and growth have to be the 
context in which proliferation and metastasis arises. This has 
given rise to the concept of morphogens and morphostats that 
govern growth. When aberrantly expressed, these might result 
in the abnormal cell proliferation of malignant transformation. 
Morphogens and morphostats are known to govern the 
transformation of cells to premalignant states such adenoma 
formation and metaplasia.6

However, a closer look at development and embryogenesis 
suggests that the final effectors of micro-environment and 
morphostat/morphostat production are the cells themselves. 

The orchestrated behaviour of cells in community is ultimately 
governed by the genome and its expression, implying that 
the initiation of malignant transformation is inherent within 
the cell. This coincides with another very obvious feature of 
malignant transformation, the predictability of the clinical 
progression of most cancers. The nature of the injury to the 
cell may be random but the response is specific. This response 
includes deregulation of growth and apoptosis, angiogenesis 
and metastasis. For any given malignancy these behavioural 
activities occur in a predictable fashion, a phenomenon 
familiar to all. Besides this, the orchestration is not only local 
but occurs wherever the cells metastasize, suggesting that this 
regulation is inherent within the cell and only secondarily 
dependent on the external environment. It is the eukaryote 
stem cell that initiates the event as a consequence of DNA 
injury when this has surpassed the capacity of internal repair 
mechanisms. Figure 1 combines the various theories into a 
consistent model. 

The implication of these observations is that the eukaryote 
cell has retained an epigenetic capability that results in the 
demise of the organism. Why would an injurious event be 
programmed into the function of our cells? We know that 
the process of aging is the consequence of programmed 
cellular events and that this too results in the demise of the 
metazoan organism. Death of the individual is essential for the 
survival of the population. This may justify a biochemically 
mechanistic and cell-determined origin for events like aging 
and malignant transformation. 

The chemoton model for the beginning of life proposes 
three chemical events: compartmentalisation by lipid layers 
or surface absorption, evolution of a metabolic pathway that 
helped convert energy into structure, and a chemical blue 
print enabling perpetual replication of systems.7 Theories of 
life’s origin centre on the nature of these three biochemical 
domains as well as the ways in which they became associated. 
The most plausible basis of early biochemical reproduction is 
self-replicating RNA within lipid biospheres. RNA’s stability, 
catalytic capabilities and ability to self-replicate make it the 
most likely starting point of biochemical evolution. In the 
postulated beginnings of life the redox difference between 
earth’s crust and its atmosphere was a possible energy source 
that drove the whole early chemical process. Regardless of the 
details of the chemistry it is certain that any perpetual chemical 
process requires the provision of substrate perpetually.  
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In a closed system, life would only have been possible once the 
products of life’s chemistry were converted back to substrate 
by a counter-reaction that produced the initial building 
blocks of life. This was probably not the same reaction in 
reverse but rather a completely different reaction dependent 
on different environmental variables, with an energy source 
independent of the “forward” reactions of life. Evolving 
biochemical expression had to have incorporated a message 
of timed termination so that once replication was complete 
the biochemical product was ready for conversion back into 
substrate. This message had to be biochemically mechanistic 
and not simply a passive process. In multicellular life forms 
malignancy may be one of these biochemical mechanisms 
that terminates the organism’s life and provides for substrate 
in perpetuity. Thus malignancy has become an evolutionary 
advantage, even though it may be disadvantageous to the 
individual.

This replicative process is obviously present in all life 
forms. The bare RNA cycle of replicative growth followed by 
degeneration into substrate has probably grown in complexity 
with the accumulative assimilation of other biochemical 
groups (DNA, protein, fat, etc.). The cyclical replenishing 
of substrate may be why death is inevitable. The necessity 
for death may explain why malignant transformation has 
been preserved throughout evolution. But what then is the 
cellular event which initiates cancer? It is here proposed 
that its’ beginnings can be traced to the origin of the 
eukarya. Regardless of the exact phylogeny of early life 
form, diversity has arisen out of evolutionary pressure and 
gives rise to the archaea and eubacteria.8 With a common 
origin, endosymbiotic fusion9 has been possible because the 
common language of replication and control has been shared 
in their RNA.10 The RNA dependent regulation of the fused 
prokaryotes was responsible not only for the amalgamation of 
function and form but also gave the new eukaryote the ability 
to express more than one phenotype from a wider choice 
of genetic information. When this regulation, as part of the 
cell’s epigenetic expression, allows for demonstration of its’ 
symbiotic origin, then, malignancy is made manifest. 

Evolution of the eukaryote and its part in 
epigenetic expression of malignancy
There is no direct evidence that malignant transformation 
is the consequence of altered epigenetic expression. But 
are there any circumstantial observations to support this? 
The Warberg effect is the malignant cell’s propensity to 
utilize anaerobic glycolysis over mitochondrion-dependent 
metabolism. It may be that in this phenomenon such indirect 
evidence exists. The mitochondrion is thought to have had 
its origin in the fusion of an anaerobic archebaterium and an 
aerobic eubacterium in the process of endosymbiosis. If this is 
the origin of all eukaryotes then mitochondrial DNA studies 
suggest this was a unique event and all eukaryotes have a 
single common ancestor, called the last eukaryote common 
ancestor (LECA). The event has even been given a date with 
reasonable confidence (2.5 billion years ago).11 At that time 
the earth was very different. Thermodynamic activity was 
more ubiquitous and earth’s oxidative atmosphere was still 
new.12 It is thought that the Archaea, the prokaryote root of 
present day extremophiles, exploited the anaerobic energy 
of the reductive earth’s core.13 The eubacteria on the other 
hand utilized the oxidative environment to bank on the huge 
energy advantages of oxidative phosphorylation. In the fusion 
of these two endosymbionts both reductive and oxidative 
environments were exploited, giving the combination an 
evolutionary advantage.14

In this fusion, major rearrangement in the genetic 
machinery would have had to occur. The eubacteria’s genetic 
code was moved to the archebacterium’s proto-nucleus. 
Hypothetically this was made possible by the noncoding 
genome characteristic of eukaryote genetic composition. 
Evolution of metazoan life forms has seen an expansion of 
exactly this part of the cell’s DNA content.15 It is possible that 
the adaptive phenotypic expression in epigenetic variability 
seen in evolution, embryogenesis and growth has its origin 
in the genetic assimilation of endosymbiosis. Epigenetic 
expression may have had its origins in the addition of non-
coding RNA made necessary in the process of endosymbiosis.

Fig. 1. Theory of epigenetic dependant transformation 
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Cancer is a disturbance of the organisation of cells in 
community. Organisation of the community is dependent on 
epigenetic expression. The theoretical final cell-mediated step 
transforming a normal stem cell into a malignant cell might 
be an epigenetic transition. It is proposed that the epigenetic 
event that causes malignant transformation has its origins in 
the dawn of epigenetics and that the aberrant cell is expressing 
behaviour akin to the archebacterial half of the symbiont. 
The LECA may have been able to move from an oxidative 
environment in response to that circumstance’s injurious 
effect on DNA. It would have used its newly acquired ability 
to vary its phenotype, move to a safer place, limit apoptosis-
like death and replicate in reductive niche without aerobic 
metabolism. In other words, cancer may be a de-suppression 
of an ancient epigenetic instruction.

If we look at contemporary primitive organisms such as 
the protists, there are many that demonstrate behaviour that 
mirror these changes, especially the apicomplexa. It has 
fairly recently been discovered that plasmodia are partial if 
not complete facultative anaerobes with the end product of 
their anaerobic metabolism being glycerol. Transitions in the 
life cycles of these parasites are associated with migration, 
proliferation, reduction of apoptosis-like cell death and a 
change to anoxic metabolism. This offers no proof for the 
epigenetic capabilities of the LECA but may suggest that this 
putative organism had an adaptive advantage in the ability to 
behave as the plasmodia do. It is this behaviour retained as 
an epigenetic instruction in our cells that comes to the fore in 
the setting of cell injury and finds its expression in malignant 
transformation.
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